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Ever since the first spacecraft surfaces were returned to Earth it has been recognised that 
satellite surfaces will be abraded by small-size particles in near-Earth space1. It was also 
realised that dust particles in near-Earth space constitute two major types, i.e. ( I )  anthropogenic 
particles and (2) micrometeorites including particles with sulfide, silicate or approximately 
chondritic elemental a b ~ n d a n c e s ~ - ~ .  Subsequent mineralogical and chemical analyses of micro- 
meteorites collected in the Earth's stratosphere indeed showed a wide variety of micrometeorite 
types5-7 including (I) olivine, (2) sulfides, (3) refractory particles, (4) chondritic porous (CP) 
interplanetary dust particles [IDPs] and (5) chondritic, smooth surfaced (CS) 1 ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ .  From 1980 
till April 1984, the Solar Maximum satellite (Solar Max) inadvertently acted as capture cell for 
dust in low-Earth orbit and provided the first opportunity for comprehensive mineral and 
chemical analyses of impact residues. Chemical signatures of impact residues are consistent with 
stratopheric micrometeorite typesgllO. Analyses of projectile residues on Solar Max showed that 
back splatteringg, meltinglo*'' and shock m e t a m ~ r ~ h i s r n ' ~  are common to residues recovered 
from micrometeorite impacts. The Solar Max experience demonstrated that capture of micro- 
meteorites is feasible provided that shock damage of impacting hypervelocity articles can be 15 minimised (but not prevented) by selection of capture cell design and materials . 

As part of the Cosmic Dust Collection Facility instrument development program, we will 
prepare and analyse cosmic dust analog samples shock metamorphosed at selected pressures in 
order to assess systematically shock damage of impacting hypervelocity  micrometeorite^'^'^^. If 
low-porosity carbonaceous chondrite micrometeorites, and possibly CS 1Dps8, originate in the 
asteroid belt, these particles will have a higher probablity of surviving hypervelocity impact 
compared to CP 1 ~ ~ s ' ~ .  Selection of analog minerals and texture (i.e. porosity) of target 
materials relies on data for  stratospheric IDPs and captured micrometeorite residues. 
EXPERIMENTAL. Analog minerals for target sample preparation are (I)  chemically pure for 
major elements and (2) free of deformation features. Prior to, and after, the shock experiments 
the chemical and textural properties of analog minerals are analysed using electron microprobe 
analysis and scanning and analytical electron microscopy. We have selected olivine (Fogl) and 
diopside (En5 ~gFso~lWo4g,o) for anhydrous silicate analogs. Montmorillonite (Tixoton) of known 
chemistry and slre distr~bution is used as hydrated silicate analog. Using a density separation 
technique we monitor the grain size for mechanically ground olivine as a function of time. 
Frequency histograms of root-mean-square grain size distributions for olivine samples obtained 
at different separation times show the feasibility to obtain fine-grained olivine samples with a 
narrow grain size distribution [FIGURE I]. Olivine (01) - Tixoton (01 : Tixoton = 1:8) grain 
mixtures are gently compressed at a static load pressure (0.7, 1.4 or 2.8 kbar). 
RESULTS. The distribution of olivine grains in the Tixoton matrix is homogeneous and this 
distribution is independent of olivine grain size. Still, rare clustering of olivine grains occurs. 
Large-scale (-50pm) porosity in the soft matrix decreases with increased pressure but porosity 
around olivine grains still exists in samples compressed at 2.8 kbar [FIGURE 21. A poorly 
developed macroscopic preferred orientation forms as a function of increased load pressure 
which, at least qualitatively, corroborates results of CM matrix fabric analyses15. 
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FIGURE 1: Frequency diagrams of root-mean-square [{x2+y2}1/2] grain sice distributions (micrometers) for density 

separated olivine samples obtained after 19 [lA] and 33 [lB] minutes separation. The number of grains used to construct 

the dirtributionn ir 69 [lA] and 108 [IB]. In FIGURE 2B the distribution of grains with m < 2pm is not subdivided but 

44% of the data  in the sample separated at 33 mins is at m < 2pm with a mode at -0.6pm. 

FIGURE 2: Scanning electron micrographs of olivine - montmorillonite (Tixoton) samples consolidated at 0.7 kbar [2A] 

and 2.8 kbar [2B]. Selected olivine grains in both figures are indicated by arrows. Note: negative relief casued by olivine 

grains. A poorly developed N-S lineation is visible in FIGURE 2B. Scale bars are 200 micrometers. 
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